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In the writing of this thesis are discussed about obstacles investigators in uncover crimes 

gambling cockfights. 

The problem in police blitar city that feels difficult to unload nests gambling cockfigths in the 

jurisdiction of police city blitar still consume. Until now, cases of gambling cockfights is not 

matter foreign for the related by the disclosure of gambling cockfights there are felt wedge by 

police city blitar which as in to take online media, the practice of gambling cockfights in the 

jurisdiction of police city blitar are mushrooming and inthis case police chief city blitar expected 

cover the eye. Like observation that has been in doing in city police blitar over the past five 

years, but not cases gambling cockfights revealed. 

The purpose of this study is to find the causes of trigger criminal cockfights, the obstacles 

investigators police blitar the town in uncover crimes cockfights and know efforts have been 

made by investigators police blitar the town in uncover crimes gambling cockfights.    

In the thesis writing legal research method used is the juridical sociological approach. Juridical 

research approach was used to examine the problem in terms of the law and its system and as a 

guide to the rules which can be relied upon to analyze legal symptoms arise. While the 

socialogical approach used to examine as issue in society or community environment with the 

intention and purpose to get the fact, followed by finding the problem, the next on the 

identification of problems and to seek a settlement of the problem. 

The factors that cause the trigger criminal gambling cockfights of this, because the a hobby, 

factors unemployment, economic factors, as well as the community, fourth factors are be the 

cause of gambling cockfights in the blitar. 

Obstacles faced by police investigators blitar cities, develop a community cockfights a solid, the 

absence of reports or complaints from local residents, legal awareness in people be still low and 

the existence of the role of unscrupulous officials. 

Efforts police investigators blitar city to uncover crimes gambling cockfights namely provide 

counseling to the community to the community knew due to law and legal awateness in the 

community to high, give deterrent effect to a performer and organizers of gambling cockfights. 


